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Icefall
The Karakoram contains the greatest concentration of glaciers and most of the largest ice
masses outside high latitudes. They comprise major stores and sources of fresh water in an
otherwise extreme, continental, dry region. As many as 200 million people living downstream,
in the valleys of the Indus and Yarkand Rivers, depend on melt waters from snow and ice.
They are at risk from climate-change impacts on glaciers and water supply, and from hazards
such as glacial lake outburst floods. Useful research initiatives go back to the nineteenth
century, but coverage has generally been limited geographically and has not been continuous
over time. It is almost 80 years since a monograph was devoted to the Karakoram glaciers.
The book presents a comprehensive overview, including statistics for the ice cover, glacier
mass balance and dynamics, glacierized landscapes, rock glaciers, water resources and
environmental hazards. Published glaciological and related research is surveyed along with
expedition reports and archival materials in several languages. The expanding potential of
satellite coverage is exploited, but conditions and processes reported from field investigations
are the main focus. Previously unpublished observations by the author are presented, based
on some 45 years of work in the region. Broad understanding of the glacial environment is
used to address emerging concerns about the High Asian cryosphere and the fate of its
glaciers. These are discussed in relation to the pressing issues of water supply, environmental
risk and sustainability. Questions of what is not known help identify much needed monitoring
and research. The book is of interest to researchers, professionals, and those studying
glaciers, mountain environments, water resources and environmental hazards. The topics
discussed should be of concern for anyone involved in regional development and global
change in South and Inner Asia.
How did climbers from the world's flattest, hottest continent become world-class Himalayan
mountaineers, the equal of any elite mountaineer from countries with long climbing traditions
and home ranges that make Australia's highest summit look like a suburban hill? This book
tells the story of Australian mountaineering in the great ranges of Asia, from the exploits of a
brash, young colonial with an early British Himalayan expedition in the 1920s to the coming of
age of Australian climbers in the 1980s. The story goes beyond the two remarkable Australian
ascents of Mt Everest in 1984 and 1988 to explore the exploits of Australian climbers in the farflung corners of the high Himalaya. Above all, the book presents a glimpse into the lives - the
successes, failures, tragedies, motivations, fears, conflicts, humor, and compassion themselves to the ultimate limits of survival in the most spectacular and demanding mountain
arena of all.
Death stalks Seth MacGregor's clan in their otherworld exile. Kate NicNiven is close to ultimate
victory, and she is determined that nothing will keep her from it. Not even the thing that took
her soul: the horror that lurks in the sea caves. But Kate still needs Seth's son Rory, and his
power over the Veil. And she'll go to any lengths to get him. Seth's own soul is rotting from the
wound inflicted by Kate, and survival for his loved ones seems all he can hope for. But might a
mortal threat to his brother's daughter force him to return to his own world to challenge Kate?
And will Rory go with him? Because Rory suspects there's a darkness trapped in the Veil, a
darkness that wants to get out. But only one Sithe knows how near it is to getting its way:
Seth's bound lover, the witch Finn. Nobody gets forever. But some are willing to try... From
critically acclaimed author Gillian Philip, Icefall is the final installment in the Rebel Angels
series. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Dave Hahn, a local of Taos, New Mexico, is a legendary figure in mountaineering. Elite
members of the climbing community have likened him to the Michael Jordan, Cal Ripkin, or
Michael Phelps of the climbing world. The 2015 expedition he would lead came just one short
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year after the notorious Khumbu Icefall avalanche claimed the lives of sixteen Sherpas. Dave
and his team—Sherpa sirdar Chhering Dorjee, assistant guide JJ Justman, base-camp
manager Mark Tucker, and the eight clients who had trained for the privilege to attempt to
summit with Dave Hahn spent weeks honing the techniques that would help keep them alive
through the Icefall and the Death Zone. None of this could have prepared them for the
earthquake that shook Everest and all of their lives on the morning of April 25, 2015. Shook
tells their story of resilience, nerve, and survival on the deadliest day on Everest.
Everest, the major motion picture from Universal Pictures, is set for wide release on
September 18, 2015. Read The Climb, Anatoli Boukreev (portrayed by Ingvar Sigurðsson in
the film) and G. Weston DeWalt’s compelling account of those fateful events on Everest. In
May 1996 three expeditions attempted to climb Mount Everest on the Southeast Ridge route
pioneered by Sir Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay in 1953. Crowded conditions slowed
their progress. Late in the day twenty-three men and women-including expedition leaders Scott
Fischer and Rob Hall-were caught in a ferocious blizzard. Disoriented and out of oxygen,
climbers struggled to find their way down the mountain as darkness approached. Alone and
climbing blind, Anatoli Boukreev brought climbers back from the edge of certain death. This
new edition includes a transcript of the Mountain Madness expedition debriefing recorded five
days after the tragedy, as well as G. Weston DeWalt's response to Into Thin Air author Jon
Krakauer.
A suspenseful memoir marked by adventure, hardship, and achievement, Alex Staniforth’s
Icefall is the remarkable true story of a teenager’s journey to conquer Mount Everest. Plagued
by adversity and epilepsy as a child, Alex developed a determination and will to succeed that
would ultimately lead him from his home in Cheshire, England to the face of Everest at only
eighteen years old. Though his will to reach the summit was extraordinary, he could have
never anticipated the unprecedented dangers and risks that the mountain had in store for him.
In this inspirational tale of tragedy and redemption, Alex reveals the universal truth that
adversity may be the greatest teacher of all, but nothing can teach you more about life than
death.
The seven Rainbow Fairies are missing! Rachel and Kirsty search for one in each RAINBOW
MAGIC book. Read all seven books to help rescue the fairies and bring the sparkle back to
Fairyland! Fairyland is home to seven colorful sisters. Together, they are the Rainbow Fairies!
They keep Fairyland dazzling and bright. But when evil Jack Frost sends them far away, the
sisters are in big trouble. If they don't return soon, Fairyland is doomed to be gray forever! A
trail of sparkly yellow dust lands Rachel and Kirsty in a very sticky situation! Could Sunny the
Yellow Fairy be at the bottom of it?
A sunken treasure. An ancient Biblical artifact. A mystery as old as humankind. On January 25,
1829, the Portuguese brig Dourado sank off the coast of Indonesia, losing its cargo of priceless
treasures from the Holy Land. One of these lost relics holds the key to an ancient mystery. But
someone does not want this treasure to come to light. When her father is murdered while
searching for the Dourado, Kaylin Maxwell hires treasure hunter and former Navy Seal Dane
Maddock and his partner Uriah “Bones” Bonebrake, to locate the Dourado, and recover a lost
Biblical artifact, the truth behind which could shake the foundations of the church, and call into
question the fundamentally held truths of human existence. Join Maddock and Bones on a
perilous adventure that carries them from the depths of the Pacific to ancient cities of stone as
they unravel the mystery of the Dourado. Praise for David Wood and the Dane Maddock
Adventures “Dane and Bones.... Together they're unstoppable. Rip roaring action from start to
finish. Wit and humor throughout. Just one question - how soon until the next one? Because I
can't wait.” Graham Brown, author of Shadows of the Midnight Sun “What an adventure! A
great read that provides lots of action, and thoughtful insight as well, into strange realms that
are sometimes best left unexplored.” Paul Kemprecos, author of Cool Blue Tomb and the
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NUMA Files “A page-turning yarn blending high action, Biblical speculation, ancient secrets,
and nasty creatures. Indiana Jones better watch his back!” Jeremy Robinson, author of
SecondWorld “With the thoroughly enjoyable way Mr. Wood has mixed speculative history with
our modern day pursuit of truth, he has created a story that thrills and makes one think beyond
the boundaries of mere fiction and enter the world of 'why not'?” David Lynn Golemon, Author
of Ancients, Event, Legend, and Leviathan “A twisty tale of adventure and intrigue that never
lets up and never lets go!” Robert Masello, author of Bestiary and Blood and Ice “Let there be
no confusion: David Wood is the next Clive Cussler. Once you start reading, you won't be able
to stop until the last mystery plays out in the final line.” Edward G. Talbot, author of 2012: The
Fifth World “I like my thrillers with lots of explosions, global locations and a mystery where I
learn something new. Wood delivers! Recommended as a fast paced, kick ass read.” J.F.
Penn, author of Desecration “Dourado is a brisk read, reminiscent of early Cussler adventures,
and perfect for an afternoon at the beach or a cross-country flight. You'll definitely want more of
Maddock.” Sean Ellis- Author of Into the Black
Perfect for fans of the Percy Jackson and Seven Wonders series, The Arctic Code is the first
book in an epic, fast-paced middle grade adventure trilogy by acclaimed author Matthew J.
Kirby. It is the near future, and the earth has entered a new ice age. Eleanor Perry lives in
Tucson, one of the most popular destinations for refugees of the Freeze. She is the daughter
of a climatologist who is trying to find new ways to preserve human life on the planet. Dr. Perry
believes that a series of oil deposits she has found in the Arctic may hold the key to our
survival. That’s when she disappears—but not before sending Eleanor a series of cryptic
messages that point to a significant and mysterious discovery. Now it’s up to Eleanor to go
find her. This search will launch Eleanor on a breathless race to unlock the mysteries of what
has happened to our planet, solving the riddle of the cold that could be humanity’s end—and
uncovering a threat to the earth that may not be of this world.
Swartz shows just how hard it can be to replicate nature's greatest creation-- a human heart.
Part investigative journalism, part medical mystery, she covers fifty years of false starts,
abysmal failures, and miraculous triumphs, as experienced by one of the world's foremost
heart surgeons, O.H. "Bud" Frazier. At the Texas Heart Institute, the roadblocks to success-medical setbacks, technological shortcomings, government regulations-- are immense. Swartz
follows the history of heart surgery, the first heart transplant, and the artificial heart while
following Frazier's quixotic quest. -- adapted from publisher info.
In 1872, English gentleman Phileas Fogg has many adventures as he tries to win a bet that he
can travel around the world in eighty days.
William Hutchison Murray (1913 - 1996) was one of Scotland's most distinguished climbers in
the years before and after the Second World War. As a prisoner of war in Italy he wrote his first
classic book, Mountaineering in Scotland, on rough toilet paper which was confiscated and
destroyed by the Gestapo. The rewritten version was published in 1947 and followed by the,
now, equally famous, Undiscovered Scotland. In 1951 he was depute leader to Eric Shipton on
the Everest Reconnaissance Expedition, which discovered the eventual successful route which
would be climbed by Hilary and Tensing. From the 1960s onwards he was heavily involved in
conservation campaigns and his book, Highland Landscape, commissioned by the National
Trust for Scotland, identified areas of outstanding beauty that should be protected. It proved to
be extremely influential. In 1966 he was awarded an OBE as he pursued a life of service, as is
well illustrated by the various posts he held: Commissioner for the Countryside Commission for
Scotland (1968-1980); President of the Scottish Mountaineering Club (1962-1964) and of the
Ramblers Association Scotland (1966-82); Chairman of Scottish Countryside Activities Council
(1967-82); Vice-President of the Alpine Club (1971-72); President of Mountaineering Council of
Scotland (1972-75). He was a prolific author but a proper understanding of his life and work
requires that we appreciate that his driving force was a quest to achieve inner purification that
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would lead him to oneness with Truth and Beauty. For many years the climber, author and
teacher, Robin Lloyd-Jones (above) has been researching the life and work of Bill Murray and
working steadily on this biography. It is not only a triumph of fine writing and interest, but a
worthy accolade for this great man.
The. Aliens. Are. Here. The heart-pounding conclusion to The Overthrow trilogy that began
with Bloom and Hatch. The alien invasion of Earth is imminent. But maybe not all the aliens are
united. A rebel faction has reached out to Anaya, saying there's a way to stop the larger
invastion--a way for humans and hybrids and cryptogens to work together. Can they be
trusted? Or is this a trap? It's not even clear if Anaya, Petra, and Seth are united--some of the
hybrids think they'd be better off if the aliens won... With everything on the line, these three
teens will have to decide who they are at their core--alien or human, enemy or friend.
"Barneys back On holiday in the Alps, he survives a murder attempt and discovers a terrorist
plot. Action-packed end to the Deadline trilogy.
In August 1979 twenty-seven-year-old Mike Trueman set sail from the south-west coast of
Wales, en route to Cornwall. The young army helicopter pilot was helping to move his friend's
yacht from Northern Ireland to the south coast of England. But as they sailed out into the Irish
Sea, the sky turned progressively darker and the winds gathered pace. Over the next twentyfour hours the two young sailors battled to survive force-10 gales in what became known as
the Fastnet disaster and which claimed the lives of fifteen sailors off the coast of Ireland.
Almost seventeen years later, Trueman was at Camp 2 at 6,400 metres on Mount Everest as
the May 1996 tragedy unfolded high above him. As stricken guides, clients and Sherpas tried
to survive the fierce storms which engulfed the upper mountain, Trueman was able to descend
and - using his twenty-four years of experience as an officer in the British Army - coordinate
the rescue effort from Base Camp. The Storms is the remarkable memoir of a British Army
Gurkha officer. Trueman, a veteran of twenty expeditions to the Himalaya, gives a candid
account of life inside expeditions to the highest mountain in the world. He gives a unique
personal perspective on the 1996 Everest storm, as well as on the fateful day in May 1999
when Briton Mike Matthews disappeared high on the mountain after he and Trueman had
summited.
The incidence of icefall is one of the most underrepresented and likely underappreciated of all
the natural hazards. Falling pieces of ice are subject to melting and sublimation, and evidence
of such events may be gone in a matter of days or even hours. There is very little existing
research and engineering design criteria relative to icefall hazard mitigation. Alaska DOT&PF
is undertaking research aimed at better understanding icefall hazards and eventually
quantifying risk of impact along state highways, in an effort to mitigate icefall hazards. The
research project was broken down into two (initial) distinct phases, Phase No. 1 Literature
Review (completed 28 February 2016) and Phase No. 2 site-specific studies. This research
report summarizes the results of Phase No. 2, and details the results of onsite studies and
preliminary icefall hazard technical evaluations and risk assessments. This report also provides
key icefall predictive indicators and a range of recommended mitigation solutions worthy of
further consideration.

A dramatic account of the deadly avalanche on Everest—and a return to reach the
summit. On April 25, 2015, Jim Davidson was climbing Mount Everest when a
7.8-magnitude earthquake released avalanches all around him and his team,
destroying their only escape route and trapping them at nearly 20,000 feet. It was the
largest earthquake in Nepal in eighty-one years and killed nearly 8,900 people. That
day also became the deadliest in the history of Everest, with eighteen people losing
their lives on the mountain. After spending two unsettling days stranded on Everest,
Davidson's team was rescued by helicopter. The experience left him shaken, and
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despite his thirty-three years of climbing and serving as an expedition leader, he wasn’t
sure that he would ever go back. But in the face of risk and uncertainty, he returned in
2017 and finally achieved his dream of reaching the summit. Suspenseful and
engrossing, The Next Everest portrays the experience of living through the biggest
disaster to ever hit the mountain. Davidson's background in geology and environmental
science makes him uniquely qualified to explain why the seismic threats lurking
beneath Nepal are even greater today. But this story is not about “conquering” the
world’s highest peak. Instead, it reveals how embracing change, challenge, and
uncertainty prepares anyone to face their next “Everest” in life.
#1 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • "A harrowing tale of the perils of high-altitude climbing,
a story of bad luck and worse judgment and of heartbreaking heroism." —PEOPLE A
bank of clouds was assembling on the not-so-distant horizon, but journalistmountaineer Jon Krakauer, standing on the summit of Mt. Everest, saw nothing that
"suggested that a murderous storm was bearing down." He was wrong. The storm,
which claimed five lives and left countless more--including Krakauer's--in guilt-ridden
disarray, would also provide the impetus for Into Thin Air, Krakauer's epic account of
the May 1996 disaster. By writing Into Thin Air, Krakauer may have hoped to exorcise
some of his own demons and lay to rest some of the painful questions that still surround
the event. He takes great pains to provide a balanced picture of the people and events
he witnessed and gives due credit to the tireless and dedicated Sherpas. He also
avoids blasting easy targets such as Sandy Pittman, the wealthy socialite who brought
an espresso maker along on the expedition. Krakauer's highly personal inquiry into the
catastrophe provides a great deal of insight into what went wrong. But for Krakauer
himself, further interviews and investigations only lead him to the conclusion that his
perceived failures were directly responsible for a fellow climber's death. Clearly,
Krakauer remains haunted by the disaster, and although he relates a number of
incidents in which he acted selflessly and even heroically, he seems unable to view
those instances objectively. In the end, despite his evenhanded and even generous
assessment of others' actions, he reserves a full measure of vitriol for himself. This
updated trade paperback edition of Into Thin Air includes an extensive new postscript
that sheds fascinating light on the acrimonious debate that flared between Krakauer
and Everest guide Anatoli Boukreev in the wake of the tragedy. "I have no doubt that
Boukreev's intentions were good on summit day," writes Krakauer in the postscript,
dated August 1999. "What disturbs me, though, was Boukreev's refusal to acknowledge
the possibility that he made even a single poor decision. Never did he indicate that
perhaps it wasn't the best choice to climb without gas or go down ahead of his clients."
As usual, Krakauer supports his points with dogged research and a good dose of
humility. But rather than continue the heated discourse that has raged since Into Thin
Air's denouncement of guide Boukreev, Krakauer's tone is conciliatory; he points most
of his criticism at G. Weston De Walt, who coauthored The Climb, Boukreev's version
of events. And in a touching conclusion, Krakauer recounts his last conversation with
the late Boukreev, in which the two weathered climbers agreed to disagree about
certain points. Krakauer had great hopes to patch things up with Boukreev, but the
Russian later died in an avalanche on another Himalayan peak, Annapurna I. In 1999,
Krakauer received an Academy Award in Literature from the American Academy of Arts
and Letters--a prestigious prize intended "to honor writers of exceptional
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accomplishment." According to the Academy's citation, "Krakauer combines the
tenacity and courage of the finest tradition of investigative journalism with the stylish
subtlety and profound insight of the born writer. His account of an ascent of Mount
Everest has led to a general reevaluation of climbing and of the commercialization of
what was once a romantic, solitary sport; while his account of the life and death of
Christopher McCandless, who died of starvation after challenging the Alaskan
wilderness, delves even more deeply and disturbingly into the fascination of nature and
the devastating effects of its lure on a young and curious mind."
John All has survived encounters with black mamba snakes, run-ins with wild jungle
animals, and a brush with death in an icy tomb. No one knows the outer limits of our
changing planet quite like him. In May 2014, the mountaineer and scientist John All
plunged into a crevasse in the Himalayas, a fall that all but killed him. He recorded a
series of dramatic videos as he struggled to climb seven stories back up to the surface
with a severely dislocated shoulder, internal bleeding, a battered face covered in blood,
and fifteen broken bones--including six cracked vertebrae. The videos became a viral
sensation, an urgent and gripping dispatch from one of the least-known extremes of the
planet. Yet this climb for his life is only the latest of John All's adventures in some of
Earth's most hostile climates. He has also been chased by a wild hyena, scaled
Everest, and narrowly missed being hit by an avalanche, all in pursuit of his true calling:
the study of how we can master the challenge of our world's changing climate. Icefall is
a thrilling adventure story and a report from the extremes of the planet, taking you to
collapsing Andean glaciers, hidden jungles in Honduras, and the highest points on
Earth. In this gripping account, our changing climate is not a matter of politics; it's a
matter of life and death and the human will to survive and thrive in the face of it.
A remarkable adventure by award-winning author Matthew J. Kirby brings a fantastical
American West filled with secrets and spies and terrifying creatures to vivid life. In this
extraordinary adventure story, Billy Bartram, his father, and a secret society of
philosophers and scientists venture into the American wilderness in search of the lost
people of the Welsh Prince Madoc, seeking aid in the coming war against the French.
Traveling in a flying airship, the members of the expedition find their lives frequently
endangered in the untamed American West by terrifying creatures, a party of French
soldiers hot on their trail, and the constant threat of traitors and spies. Billy will face
hazards greater than he can ever imagine as, together with his father, he gets caught
up in the fight for the biggest prize of all: America. THE LOST KINGDOM is an epic
journey filled with marvelous exploits, courage and intrigue, and a bold reimagining of a
mythical America. Matthew J. Kirby brings his signature storytelling prowess and
superb craft to this astonishing story of fathers and sons, the beginnings of a nation,
and wonder-filled adventure.
Three ordinary children are brought together by extraordinary events. . . Giuseppe is an
orphaned street musician from Italy, who was sold by his uncle to work as a slave for
an evil padrone in the U.S. But when a mysterious green violin enters his life he begins
to imagine a life of freedom. Hannah is a soft-hearted, strong-willed girl from the
tenements, who supports her family as a hotel maid when tragedy strikes and her father
can no longer work. She learns about a hidden treasure, which she knows will save her
family -- if she can find it.
Collects stories and photographs the mountain has inspired since the first attempt was
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made to reach the summit in 1921.
Smart beautiful, sometimes uncouth Tanya is now the leader of The Settlement,
following the death of her father-in law and mentor David. Tanya's leadership is tested
by: other surviving enclaves taking advantage of the leadership change to attack The
Settlement; Dealing with her serially unfaithful husband Mark; Contending with the
ambitions ......
An unsettling journey into the United States' disaster-bound food system, and an
exploration of possible solutions, from leading food politics commentator and farmerturned-journalist Tom Philpott. More than a decade after Michael Pollan's gamechanging The Omnivore's Dilemma transformed the conversation about what we eat, a
combination of global diet trends and corporate interests have put American agriculture
into a state of "quiet emergency," from dangerous drought in California--which grows
more than fifty percent of the fruits and vegetables we eat--to catastrophic topsoil loss
in the "breadbasket" heartland of the United States. Whether or not we take heed,
these urgent crises of industrial agriculture will define our future. In Perilous Bounty,
veteran journalist and former farmer Tom Philpott explores and exposes the small
handful of seed and pesticide corporations, investment funds, and magnates who
benefit from the trends that imperil us, with on-the-ground dispatches featuring the
scientists documenting the damage and the farmers and activists who are valiantly and
inventively pushing back. Resource scarcity looms on the horizon, but rather than
pointing us toward an inevitable doomsday, Philpott shows how the entire wayward ship
of American agriculture could be routed away from its path to disaster. He profiles the
farmers and communities in the nation's two key growing regions developing resilient,
soil-building, water-smart farming practices, and readying for the climate shocks that
are already upon us; and he explains how we can help move these methods from the
margins to the mainstream.

Plagued by adversity and epilepsy as a child, Alex developed a determination
and will to succeed that would ultimately lead him from his home in Cheshire,
England to the face of Everest at only eighteen years old. Though his will to
reach the summit was extraordinary, he could have never anticipated the
unprecedented dangers and risks that the mountain had in store for him.
The 25th Anniversary ebook, now with more than 50 images. 'Touching the Void'
is the tale of two mountaineer’s harrowing ordeal in the Peruvian Andes. In the
summer of 1985, two young, headstrong mountaineers set off to conquer an
unclimbed route. They had triumphantly reached the summit, when a horrific
accident mid-descent forced one friend to leave another for dead. Ambition,
morality, fear and camaraderie are explored in this electronic edition of the
mountaineering classic, with never before seen colour photographs taken during
the trip itself.
ALICE is not a girl. When she arrives, she will save everyone on Earth from
certain death. Or she will kill them all. What remains of mankind clings to the high
ground of a world flooded and trapped in a perpetual ice age. Cerebus
Command, the rulers of Rhone, the fortress ark storing Earth's carefully
preserved biomes, wants nothing to do with the plan to break the shroud hanging
above the planet. But any good plan will have a secret backup... just in case.
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Odessa, a nineteen-year-old MEDcadet, witnesses the murder of her anatomy
professor and finds herself in fear for her life. Fighting recurring panic attacks
while sailing from her home on Rhone across the Eastern Sea to Earthland,
Odessa manages to keep what she's seen to herself. To her horror, however,
when the vessel docks, she and her podmates-two who, like Odessa-are
genetically engineered, are arrested by the very security force who committed the
crime. Reynal Krlik, an eighteen-year-old trading post sled driver on Earthland,
longs for Clearsky, though he's never known anything but the gray shroud that
darkens the atmosphere. After he and his fellow messengers foil an assassin's
attempt to kill Odessa and her companions, he whisks them away, only to
discover he and she are tangled up on opposite sides of the same secret mission
to slam an asteroid into Earth-one for which Rey will be the asteroid driver. Rey
and Odessa-along with their friends and a dangerous outlaw-race against time to
escape Earthland, but can they evade Cerebus' flagship war zeppelin in order for
Rey to complete the task for which he was destined? A destiny Odessa was
taught to deny and will fight to prevent? ICEFALL is the first book in the Clearsky
Chronicles, an Earth-based science fiction adventure set in a future beset by a
catastrophic climate change. For a nail-biting mix of adventure, science, and
survival, pick up ICEFALL today and explore this exciting new world!
With Kate NicNiven on the verge of victory, Seth considers returning from exile to
challenge her, but only Seth's bound lover knows how truly close she is to getting
her own way.
Environment, Energy and Sustainable Development brings together 242 peerreviewed papers presented at the 2013 International Conference on Frontiers of
Energy and Environment Engineering, held in Xiamen, China, November 28-29,
2013. The main objective of this proceedings set is to take the environmentenergydevelopments discussion a step further. Volume 1 of the set is devoted to
Energy, power and environmental engineering, and volume 2 to Control,
information and applications. Environment, Energy and Sustainable Development
is intended to serve as resource material for scientists working on related topics
in many disciplines, including environmental science, management science, and
energy science and policy analysis, as well as for industry professionals in the
wide field of energy and environmental engineering.
The author describes how he spent his teenage years climbing mountains in the
United States, South America, Africa, and Asia, with an emphasis on his two
expeditions up Mount Everest.
The Mountain on the planet of Icefall holds the mystery to a lost colony and an
irresistible, fatal allure to the climbers of the universe. Maggie is determined to be
the first to make the summit. Aisha, injured in a climbing incident herself, has
always supported her wife, trusting Maggie would always return from her
adventures. But no one ever returns from the Mountain.
Explains the physical principles underlying the behaviour of glaciers and ice
sheets and concludes with a chapter on the information about past climate and
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atmospheric composition obtainable from ice cores. The past 40 years have seen
major advances in most aspects of the subject; the book concentrates on these.
It is an updated and expanded version of the second edition, and is now available
in the long-awaited paperback format. Much of the book deals with developments
since the second edition was published. Dr Paterson's introduction to glacier
studies was with the British North Greenland Expedition in 1953-4. He emigrated
to Canada in 1957 and between 1959 and 1980 studied glaciers in the Canadian
Arctic and the Rocky Mountains, mainly under the auspices of the Canadian
Government's Polar Continental Shelf Project. Since 1980 he has done
consulting work and has also been a visiting scientist with the Geophysics
Department at the University of Copenhagen (three times) and with the
Australian Antarctic Division. He has also given a comprehensive lecture course
at the Institute of Glaciology and Geocryology in Lanzhou, China. He is now
retired (more or less) and lives in British Columbia. New paperback edition of a
classic text Well-known and respected author Updated and expanded since the
second edition, reflecting the advances in most aspects of the subject over the
last 40 years
At the end of the sixteenth century, religious upheaval brings fear, superstition, and
doubt to the lives of mortals. Yet unbeknownst to them, another world lies just beyond
the Veil: the realm of the Sithe, a fierce and beautiful people for whom a full-mortal life
is but the blink of an eye. The Veil protects and hides their world...but it is fraying at the
edges, and not all think it should be repaired. Discarded by his mother and ignored by
his father, sixteen-year-old Seth MacGregor has grown up half wild in his father's
fortress, with only his idolized older brother, Conal, for family. When Conal quarrels with
the Sithe queen and is forced into exile in the full-mortal world, Seth volunteers to go
with him. But life beyond the Veil is even more dangerous than they expected, and Seth
and Conal soon find themselves embroiled in a witch-hunt—in which they are the quarry.
Trapped between the queen's machinations at home and the superstitious violence of
the otherworld, Seth must act before both of them are fed to the witch-hunters' fires...
Brimming with intrigue and rebellion, Firebrand is the first book in the Rebel Angels
series by Gillian Philip, the Carnegie Medal–nominated author of Crossing the Line and
multi-award-nominated Bad Faith. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
London 1888, and Jack the Ripper is terrorizing the people of the city. Evelyn, a young
woman disfigured by her dangerous work in a matchstick factory with nowhere to go,
does not know what to make of her new position as a maid to the Elephant Man in
London Hospital. Evelyn wanted to be locked away from the world, like he is, shut away
from the filth and dangers of the streets. But in Joseph Merrick, the Elephant Man, she
finds a gentle kindred, who does not recoil from her, and who understands her pain.
When the murders begin, however, Joseph and Evelyn are haunted nightly by the
ghosts of the Ripper's dead, setting Evelyn on a path to facing her fears and uncovering
humanity's worst nightmares, in which the real monsters are men. A terrifying and
haunting tale from the Edgar and PEN Award-winning author of Icefall, Matthew J.
Kirby.
Trapped in an icy fortress with her siblings and friend Raudi, princess Solveig anxiously
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awaits news of her father's victory in battle until a series of treacherous acts reveal that
a traitor is in their midst, a situation that turns everyone against each other. By the
author of The Clockwork Three.
Reaching Everest was always the dream, but after an avalanche stopped Alex the first
time and an earthquake the second, he had to take a step back. But even as he
climbed down, he couldn't stop wondering 'What's next?'A restlessness in his bones,
and a need to help make things better after the lives claimed in his two climbs, led Alex
to his hardest mission yet: ClimbTheUK; to cycle to the highest points of the United
Kingdom.But a history of anxiety, depression, and eating disorders rears its multiple
heads once more, making this the hardest thing Alex has ever had to do. Finding
himself alone too often, with only his thoughts for company, it becomes less of a fight of
man and nature and more of man and mind.
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